I. INTRODUCTION
T HE demand for wireless communication services is growing at an explosive rate. To enhance the capacity of wireless communication systems, space-division multiple-access (SDMA) systems are implemented by using smart antenna systems and spatial filtering interference reduction (SFIR). In recent years, smart antenna systems based on direction-of-arrival (DOA) have been developed to effectively suppress undesired signals from other directions by forming a beam pattern [1] .
In the smart antenna systems, the problem of estimating the DOA of multiple moving sources is of great interest and many DOA estimation techniques have been developed. Eigen structure methods such as MUSIC and ESPRIT have been widely used in providing estimates of the DOA of signals [2] , [3] . These algorithms are developed to exploit the benefits of temporal integration of the array data, thus usually have deteriorated performance in the presence of moving sources because they provide reduced resolution due to the spreading of the array spatial spectrum caused by the motion of the sources [4] . The computational burden of the eigen analysis also increases significantly with the number of antenna elements.
To overcome the spread of the spatial spectrum and the computational requirement of the eigen methods, subspace tracking algorithms have been proposed such as projection approximation subspace tracking with deflation algorithm (PASTd) [5] . This algorithm tracks a signal subspace recursively. Generally, it has computational requirements of , where is the number of antenna elements and is the number of signal sources. The computational requirement can be reduced to in direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS/CDMA) systems with the assumption that a signal power is much stronger than that of the multiple access interference (MAI) after despreading [6] . Using this algorithm, the eigenvectors may be tracked recursively.
Recently, several approaches have been developed to deal with the problem of estimating the DOA of moving sources by use of an antenna array, including also the parametric tracking algorithms [4] , [7] - [14] . A general assumption used in these techniques is that the sources can be approximated as stationary during a limited integration time interval.
In this paper, a DOA tracking scheme is proposed for DS/CDMA systems. Since this scheme is similar to the delay lock loop (DLL) used for code tracking in DS/CDMA systems [15] - [17] , it is referred to as the direction lock loop (DiLL) scheme in this paper and similarly in [18] - [20] . In [21] , the DLL concept was applied to the beam tracking algorithm for fast moving signal sources. However, it was developed to track not the DOA of signals but the beam pattern. Thus, we cannot track the DOA of signals using the algorithm proposed in [21] . An error signal for the DOA tracking is generated from the spatial correlation of an input signal and the array response vectors whose directions are shifted from the current DOA tracking value. This error signal is used to iteratively update DOA tracking value. The DiLL may be implemented in both coherent and noncoherent modes. The computational requirements of the two DiLL schemes are for coherent mode and for noncoherent mode, which is less than that of PASTd algorithm. However, the DiLL scheme cannot track properly, when the desired signal incidents from two or more directions within one chip duration.
The DiLL scheme will operate properly when the initial DOA tracking value is within a certain range which is referred to as the locking range like the DLL scheme in timing synchronization. Thus, the initial DOA tracking scheme is required for the DiLL scheme which is similar to the DLL scheme that is proceeded by the acquisition in the timing synchronization for DS/CDMA systems. In this paper, the initial DOA tracking scheme is also proposed by modifying the DiLL scheme.
This paper is organized as follows. The system model is shown in Section II. In Section III, the new DOA tracking scheme, coherent DiLL is presented and the characteristics of the coherent DiLL scheme are explained. The noncoherent DiLL is then presented in Section IV. The initial tracking stage of the DiLL scheme is discussed in Section V. In Section VI, the performance analysis and the numerical results are shown. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a uniform linear array with half-wavelength spaced antenna elements. Thus, the received signal at the antenna may be represented as (1) where is the number of sources, is the DOA of the th sources, is the carrier phase which is uniformly distributed in [0, ], , is the transmitted data, denotes the spreading sequence waveform with processing gain, , is the additive white Gaussian noise, and is the time delay and the symbol interval, respectively. We may write the received signals in vector form (2) 
III. COHERENT DILL
In this section, a DOA tracking scheme, coherent DiLL, is presented for DS/CDMA systems.
A. Principle of the Coherent DiLL Scheme
In this section, the principle of the coherent DiLL scheme is explained. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the coherent DiLL scheme. Note that its structure is similar to the DLL for code tracking in DS/CDMA systems [15] - [17] . The received signals are despread by the users' own spreading sequences for each of the antenna elements. Therefore, the user's despread and sampled array vector signal, may be represented as
where the cross correlation of the spreading sequences, may be defined as when the time delay of all users are zero and is the despread noise signal vector whose covariance matrix is . is spatially correlated simultaneously with right-shifted and left-shifted array response vectors and to produce correlator outputs and , when the DOA tracking value at the time is and the shift angle is which is set to a constant value. The spatial correlator outputs and may be represented as (4) where is a normalized spatial correlation function, which is defined as (5) and are MAI terms, and and are the noise terms in and , respectively. The superscript denotes the Hermitian transpose. Under the assumption that the desired signal power is large enough compared to each of the other user signals after the despreading operation, MAI terms may be treated as background additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The difference between the two correlator outputs is multiplied by a conjugate of transmitted data estimate and carrier phase estimate to remove the effect of and , and then we take the real part to produce an error signal in the coherent mode, which is defined as (6) where denotes the complex conjugate and the subscript denotes a coherent mode. With the assumption of and , (6) may be represented as (7) where is defined as , is defined as . The plot of is referred to as the S-curve because the shape of is similar to the S-curve in the DLL. The error signal, is filtered and fed to the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) to update DOA tracking value iteratively. Hence, the DOA tracking value at the time may be expressed as (8) where is the impulse response of the loop filter, is the NCO gain, and denotes convolution. at the time is less than the actual DOA , the error signal is larger than zero and, thus. NCO increases the DOA tracking value at the time. When is larger than , the error signal is less than zero, and thus NCO decreases . Repeating this procedure, converges to the DOA of the signal . Thus, the DiLL scheme tracks the DOA of moving sources iteratively.
B. Modification Factor
In the DiLL scheme, to track the DOA of a signal source correctly, the value of the S-curve should be zero when is . As shown in Fig. 2 (a), when is 0 , the value of the S-curve is zero. This ensures that converges to 0 . However, the value of the S-curve is not always zero when is . Fig. 2(b) shows the S-curve for is 60 , is 4 and is 11.14 , and indicates that does not approach to 60 but will instead converge to 61.96 . This means that the coherent DiLL scheme is a biased estimator.
may be represented as (9) , shown at the bottom of the next page. The term in (9), , is not generally zero due to the nonlinearity of the sine function. This is why is not generally zero. From (9) , is found to increase, as increases. To remove the bias, the error signal should be modified as follows. For simplification of representation, is denoted by , referred to as a modification factor. The modified error signal is generated by subtracting the modification factor from and may be represented as (10) where the subscript denotes a modification. In (10), the actual DOA, is needed to estimate a modification factor. However, is not available in the DOA tracking scheme. In the DiLL scheme, the DOA tracking value is used in generating the modification factor estimation. Thus, (10) may be changed to (11) where is defined as , and its characteristic plot is called the modified S-curve and shown for is 60 in Fig. 2(b) with the dashed line. Note that it has a zero value when is 60 . The DOA tracking value at the time may be expressed as (12)
C. Characteristics of the Coherent DiLL
The coherent DiLL scheme has two spatial correlators as shown in Fig. 1 . The modified error signal in (11) may be represented as using (4) and (11) (13) Therefore, one spatial correlator with may replace two spatial correlators with and to reduce the computational requirements.
Note that the DOA tracking value converges to an actual DOA, , when the initial DOA tracking value is in a certain range which is called the locking range. Fig. 3 shows the modified S-curve, , and , when is, 0 , is 4 and is 11.14 . As shown in Fig. 3 , is the smallest positive value of , at which the modified S-curve is zero. Similarly, is the largest negative value of , at which the modified S-curve is zero. In this paper, the locking range for the coherent DiLL is defined as ( ). However, it is difficult to exactly determine and . One solution is to approximate as , which is the smallest positive value of , at which is zero. Similarly, may be approximated as , which is the largest negative value of , at which is zero. and should satisfy the following two equations: (14) From the definition of the modified S-curve in (11), it is always zero when is . From these results, and are approximated as From (15), it is shown that the locking range is inversely proportional to , and increases as increases. This approximation becomes more accurate as increases.
The slope of the modified S-curve when is plays an important role in the DiLL scheme like the DLL scheme [15] - [17] . The slope of the coherent modified S-curve, at is calculated as . Fig. 4(a) shows the slope of the modified S-curve as a function of , when is 0 and is 4. The slope value oscillates between positive and negative values. For the DiLL scheme to operate properly, should be chosen accordingly to make the slope value negative because the DOA tracking values diverge from the DOA of signals when the slope value is positive. values in Table I maximize the magnitude of , when is 0 for ,4 and 8. Fig. 4(b) shows the slope of the modified S-curve as a function of for ,4, and 8 with values in Table I . As shown in Fig. 4(b) , are negative values for any 's in ( ). 
D. Computational Requirements
The coherent DiLL scheme requires two vector inner product operations for the calculations of and for each signal source as shown in (13) . Thus, the coherent DiLL scheme requires operations every update, where is the number of antenna elements and is the number of signal sources. To reduce computational requirement, can be stored as a function of in a table. Therefore, the required complex operation for the coherent DiLL is reduced to which is less than that of the PASTd described in [5] .
IV. NONCOHERENT DILL
In this section, we present the noncoherent DiLL, and investigate the characteristics of the noncoherent DiLL in comparison with that of the coherent DiLL.
A. Principles of the Noncoherent DiLL
In the noncoherent DiLL scheme, an error signal needed in updating the DOA tracking value may be generated from the squared correlator outputs instead of the real part of the correlator outputs as in the coherent mode [20] . The noncoherent DiLL does not need carrier recovery or transmitted data estimation.
The despread signal vector is spatially correlated simultaneously with right-shifted and left-shifted array response vectors and . The difference between the squared correlator outputs generates the error signal which is defined as (16) where is defined as , its plot is referred to as the noncoherent S-curve, the noise and MAI terms may be defined as and are defined in (4), and the subscript denotes a noncoherent mode.
is composed of the MAI terms, noise terms, and the cross-product terms among the desired source's signal, MAI, and noise terms. As explained in the coherent DiLL, the error signal should be modified to remove the bias by subtracting a modification factor as follows: (17) where the noncoherent modification factor, is defined as and the modified noncoherent S-curve is represented as , respectively. The modified error signal is filtered and fed to the numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) to update the DOA tracking value iteratively. The DOA tracking value at the time is updated using the following adaptive equation:
where is the NCO gain, is the modified noncoherent error signal, and is the impulse response of the loop filter. The iterative updating of a DOA tracking value also enables the noncoherent DiLL to track the DOA of a moving source.
B. Characteristics of the Noncoherent DiLL
The locking range of the noncoherent DiLL is also approximated as , and is defined as the range between the two zero crossing points of , which are closest to on the left and right sides. Fig. 5 
Comparing (19) with (15), it is found that the locking range of the noncoherent DiLL for is equal to or wider than that of the coherent DiLL, because the real part has a smaller azimuth range than that of the squared [18] .
As explained in previous section, the negative slope condition of is required to ensure that converges to . The slope of , , is defined as Table I which maximize the magnitude of the modified noncoherent S-curve slope. The negative slope value of ensures that the DOA tracking value converges to an actual DOA , when the initial DOA tracking value is in a locking range. Comparing Figs. 4(b) and 5(b), the amplitude of the modified S-curve slope of the noncoherent DiLL scheme is less than that of the coherent DiLL scheme. From these results, the tracking accuracy of the coherent scheme is better than the noncoherent DiLL scheme which will be explained in more detail. However, the data and carrier phase estimation are not required for the noncoherent scheme.
C. Computational Requirements
The noncoherent DiLL scheme requires four vector inner product operations for the calculations of , , and for each signal source as shown in (17) . Thus, the noncoherent DiLL scheme requires operations for each update. To reduce computational requirement, can be stored as a function of in a table as explained in the coherent DiLL. Therefore, the required operation for the noncoherent DiLL is reduced to which is also less than that of the PASTd but has a higher computational requirement that of the coherent DiLL. 
V. INITIAL DOA TRACKING
As mentioned before, in order to converge to an actual DOA , the initial DOA tracking value should be in the locking range. Assuming that the DOA of a signal is within the range from 90 to 90 , we propose an initial DOA tracking method by modifying the DiLL scheme in this section.
Note that in the case of two antenna elements the lower bounds of the locking range, and are less than 0 when is larger than 0 . In contrast, when is less than 0 , the upper bounds of the locking range, and are larger than 0 . Hence, the locking range for the signal with DOA from 90 to 90 includes 0 in both DiLL schemes with two antenna elements, and the DOA tracking value converges to the DOA of a signal by using the DiLL scheme with the initial DOA tracking value of 0 . When there are antenna elements, elements may be divided into groups of two elements, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The error signals generated by each group are then combined.
Let denote the vector of the received signal at the group for the user signal vector. Following the notation of (3), we may write (20) where and . Each group's received signal vector is spatially correlated with and
. The spatial correlator output may be represented as where is defined as , and . Due to the phase difference between each group, , the noncoherent combining method is used in the initial DOA tracking scheme. Thus, the combined error signal may be represented as (21) where is the number of groups and is the noncoherent modification factor with two antenna elements which is defined as . This combined error signal passes the loop filter and is fed to the NCO to update the DOA tracking value.
After the initial DOA tracking mode, an -antenna-elements-based DiLL scheme will be used for the DOA tracking to enhance the tracking accuracy. The tracking accuracy is approximately proportional to the number of antenna elements, which will be explained in the next section. Fig. 6(b) shows the modified S-curve value at as a function of . Note that when the DOA of a signal is near 90 or , the error signal is very small, thus, the error signal is vulnerable to noise and MAI terms. In this paper, the DOA of signals is restricted between ( 60 60 ), assuming sectorization on the antenna elements which is typical of a common cell sectorization scheme.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Mean Square Error (MSE) of the Coherent DiLL Scheme
In this section, we analyze the MSE of the coherent DiLL scheme for the stationary sources in the steady state. Generally, this steady-state analysis provides the lower bound of the MSE of tracking scheme because the MSE of stationary source is less than that of the moving source.
The procedure for analyzing the MSE of DOA tracking in the case of the coherent DiLL scheme is similar to that of the coherent DLL [17] . The DOA tracking error for the th user at the th time is defined as where is the DOA of the stationary source. The update formula (12) may be rewritten as (22) With the assumption that the DOA tracking error is small, may be approximated as a linear function of such that , and may be written as
The DOA tracking error may be written in the -domain form as (24) As a result, the MSE of DOA tracking in the steady state, is represented as (25) where and is two-sided noise bandwidth of the closed-loop transfer function, in (24). Note that it is found that the variance of in (12) is where is defined as . In this definition of , we assume that the random sequences with length are used for the spreading sequences, the interfering signal sources have the same power with the desired signal source, and the noise and MAI terms are additive white Gaussian. Since the signal power is assumed to be 1 and the noise variance is for each antenna element, as described in Section III, represents SINR in each antenna. Therefore, the MSE of DOA tracking in coherent mode is inversely proportional to SINR and the number antenna elements, . From these results, it is observed that the MSE of DOA tracking becomes larger as the number of signal sources increases or the processing gain decreases. In this analysis, we assume that the data and carrier phase estimation is perfect. As the data and carrier phase estimation error increase, the MSE of DOA tracking increases because the signal power is reduced as shown in Section VI-E.
B. MSE of the Noncoherent DiLL Scheme
In this section, the MSE of DOA tracking for the noncoherent DiLL scheme is analyzed. The DOA tracking error may be represented in the -domain for the stationary source as (26) The MSE of DOA tracking is represented as (27) where is the two-sided noise bandwidth of the closed-loop transfer function, in (26). By using (16) , the variance of may be approximated as (28) where is defined as and denotes the tracking error in the steady state. When and are defined as and , may be approximated as [16] , [19] . Using (27) and (28), may be represented as (29), shown at the bottom of the page.If we solve for , is further simplified to (30) where
In calculating (30), we assume that is much less than 1. This result shows that the MSE of DOA tracking in the noncoherent mode is also inversely proportional to SINR and as in the coherent mode. Comparing (25) and (30), the noncoherent scheme has the multiplying factor 2 representing the squaring loss. In addition, is larger than . Therefore, the MSE of the noncoherent mode may be larger than that of the coherent mode by the factor of more than 2.
C. Environments of the Numerical Results
We investigate the performance of the coherent and noncoherent DiLL schemes and compare the both DiLL schemes with PASTd. In this paper, we assume that the number of antenna elements, is 8, SNR per antenna is 5 dB, the number of signal sources is 3, a random code is used for spreading sequence with the processing gain, , and BPSK modulation and spreading are used. A uniform linear array of omnidirectional antenna elements with half-wavelength spacing is used. We set the parameters used in analysis and simulation to make the MSE of DOA tracking of the noncoherent DiLL scheme and PASTd equal for the stationary source in the steady state when is 0 . In the both DiLL schemes, the NCO gain, is 0.05, and the one-pole IIR filter with forgetting factor 0.9 is used for the loop filter whose -transform is for the both DiLL schemes are listed in Table I . In the PASTd, the forgetting factor is set to 0.97 and the initial value of the eigenvalue estimate is chosen to be one [5] . And, the DOA tracking scheme based on the PASTd in [6] is used for this paper.
We analyze and simulate the MSE of DOA tracking for 3 users as in (25) and (30) for the both DiLL schemes and compare with PASTd. In addition, in case of the coherent DiLL scheme, data estimation and carrier phase error effects on the MSE are also simulated. Finally, the number of iteration required for the initial tracking stage is investigated.
D. DOA Tracking for a Moving Source
In this subsection, the MSE of DOA tracking of the both DiLL schemes and PASTd are investigated in the above mentioned environments. Fig. 7 shows the trajectories and the MSEs of DOA tracking of the both DiLL schemes and PASTd. Fig. 7(a) shows the true trajectory of DOA's over time. The first and second signal sources move from 60 to 55 and 60 to 50 with constant angular velocity, respectively, and the third signal source stays at 55 . The speed of the first signal source corresponds to 200 km/h at the 100 m from the base station when the data rate is 9.6 kb/s. Fig. 7(b)-(d) shows the MSE of DOA tracking, obtained by ensemble averaging over 500 independent trials for the both DiLL schemes and PASTd, respectively. An initial DOA tracking value is 0 which is explained in Section V. And, the initial tracking mode length is 50 symbol times which will be shown in Section VI.F. In the case of the coherent DiLL scheme, we assume that the data and carrier phase estimation is perfect.
From Fig. 7(b) and (c) , it is observed that the MSE of the coherent DiLL scheme is less than that of the noncoherent (29) scheme by the factor of more than 2. This happens because of the squaring loss in the noncoherent mode and the difference of the modified S-curve slope, as explained in the Section VI-B.
Note that the analysis results are the lower bounds of the simulation results in the both DiLL schemes. In the both DiLL schemes, the MSE of three signal sources are almost the same regardless of the sources' motion. From Fig. 7 (c) and (d), the noncoherent DiLL schemes have a little less MSE of DOA tracking than those of the PASTd even though the parameters are set to make the MSE of DOA tracking equal. In the initial tracking stage, the DiLL and PASTd show the similar performance. From these results, it is observed that the both DiLL schemes have better tracking capabilities than the PASTd.
E. Effects of Data and Carrier Phase Estimation Error
The effects of data and carrier phase estimation error on the coherent DiLL scheme are presented in Fig. 8 . In the figure, vertical axis denotes the total averaged MSE of DOA tracking for three signal sources with the same environments as in the previous section. Fig. 8(a) shows the MSE of DOA tracking as a function of data estimation error rate with the assumption that the data estimation error occurs randomly and the carrier phase estimation is perfect in (6) . Since the data estimation is not required in the noncoherent mode as in (16) , the MSE of the noncoherent mode is not affected by the data estimation error rate. However, the MSE of the coherent DiLL increases as the data estimation error rates increases because the signal powers are reduced by the data estimation error. The coherent DiLL has smaller DOA tracking error variance than the noncoherent DiLL as long as the data estimation error is less than 0.16 as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Fig. 8(b) shows the MSE of DOA tracking as a function of standard deviation of carrier phase error. In this simulation, it is assumed that the carrier phase error, defined as , is Gaussian distributed random variable and the data estimation is perfect. The MSE of the noncoherent DiLL scheme is not affected by the carrier phase estimation error because of the squaring operation in (16) . However, the MSE of the coherent DiLL increases as the carrier phase error increases because the signal power decreases by the factor of as in (6) . The coherent DiLL has smaller DOA tracking error variance than the noncoherent DiLL, when the standard deviation is less than 12.5 as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
F. Initial DOA Tracking
In this section, the number of iterations required for the initial DOA tracking stage is investigated. Fig. 9 shows the probability of the detection in the initial DOA tracking scheme with for the coherent and noncoherent DiLL scheme. In this simulation, we assume that the number of interfering signal sources are 9 which are uniformly distributed in ( 60 60 ) and the desired user is at 60 . In Fig. 9 , the vertical axis denotes the probability of the detection, after iterations shown in horizontal axis when the initial DOA tracking value starts at 0 . Other parameters are the same as in Section VI-C. It is found that for noncoherent DiLL is larger than that for the coherent DiLL because the locking range of the noncoherent DiLL is wider than that of the coherent DiLL. From Fig. 9 , we may may observe that 43 and 48 iterations are enough for the initial tracking for the coherent and noncoherent DiLL scheme with the detection probability 0.99 in this simulation environments, respectively.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a DOA tracking scheme, DiLL, has been proposed and appraised. It estimates the DOAs of signals iteratively by using the difference of the correlation between an input signal and the array response vectors whose directions are shifted from the DOA tracking value. It has been implemented in both the coherent and noncoherent mode. Both DiLL schemes are conceptually simpler than the PASTd algorithm. The coherent DiLL scheme has better DOA tracking accuracy than the noncoherent scheme by a factor of more than 2. The computational requirements of the DiLL scheme, which is for coherent DiLL and for noncoherent DiLL, is less than that of the PASTd, where is the number of antenna elements, and is the number of signal sources.
In the DiLL scheme, since the initial DOA tracking value should be in the locking range of the DOA of a signal, the initial DOA tracking scheme is proposed by using the noncoherent DiLL scheme with two antenna elements and the initial DOA tracking value, 0 .
